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BSc Econometrics and Mathematical Economics Qui Nhon, Vietnam What I particularly love about the EME programme
is the opportunity to work with top-notch faculty in economics.

The development of econometrics had an impact on economics in general, since those who formulated new
theories began to cast them in terms that allowed empirical testing. Early econometric studies attempted to
quantify the relationship between the price of a commodity and the amount sold. In theory, the demand
individual consumers have for particular goods and services will depend on their incomes and on the prices of
items they intend to buy. Changes in price and income are expected to affect the total quantity sold. Early
econometricians used market statistics compiled over time to study the relationship between changes in price
and demand. Others used family-budget statistics broken down by income level to estimate relationships
between income and expenditure. Such studies show which commodities are elastic in demand i. Consumption
patterns, however, are not the only phenomena studied in econometrics. On the producer side, econometric
analysis examines production , cost , and supply functions. The earliest statistical analyses of the production
function tested the theory that labour and capital are compensated according to their marginal productivity
â€”i. Later analyses, however, suggest that the wage rate, when adjusted for price changes, is related to labour
productivity. Econometric analysis has refuted some assumptions in cost theory. Work in the field of cost
functions, for example, originally tested the theory that marginal cost â€”the addition to total cost resulting
from an increase in output â€”first declines as production expands but ultimately begins to rise. Econometric
studies, however, indicate that marginal cost tends to remain more or less constant. Work in estimating supply
functions has been confined mostly to agriculture. Here the problem is to distinguish the effects of external
factors, such as temperature, rainfall, and pestilence, from those of endogenous factors, such as changes in
prices and inputs. After the mids the development of national income accounting and of macroeconomic
theory opened the way for macroeconomic model building, which involved attempts to describe an entire
economy in mathematical and statistical terms. The model developed by L. A model jointly constructed by the
U. Federal Reserve Board, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology , and the University of Pennsylvania is
specially designed to handle the entire monetary sector. It has a large number of financial equations with a
detailed lag structure and supplementary equations to show the main directions of monetary influence on the
economy. Similar models have been developed in a number of advanced industrial countries, and many have
been constructed for developing economies as well. A major purpose in the development of macro models has
been to improve economic forecasting and the analysis of public policy. Models have also been applied to the
analysis of economic fluctuations and economic growth. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:
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Mathematical economics is an approach to economic analysis where mathematical symbols and theorems are used.
Modern economics is analytical and mathematical in structure.

So basically there exists and inverse relation between price and quantity demanded for a particular good. Thus
when one plots this on a graph wherein x- axis horizontal line depicts quantity and y-axis vertical line depicts
price, the line formed by connecting the various points of price and matching quantities demanded will depict
a downward sloping line or curve called the Individual Demand curve for a particular good. In the same
manner, as the price of particular good increases, suppliers are willing to supply more of that good. Naturally,
since the more they sell at the higher price, the more money they make in simple terms! Hence there exists a
positive relation between the price and quantity supplied of a particular good. When we plot these points on a
graph and connect the points, the line is an upward sloping line or curve and is called the Individual Supply
curve for a particular good. The point at which the demand and supply curve intercepts is called the Point of
Equilibrium â€” it is that level of price at which the quantity demanded and supplied is the same. Individual
demand and supply curves plotted on a graph. Source The Number Game As you can see, we are using
numbers, graphs and next we will be using equations to solve for either of the variables and hence
mathematics is starting to mingle with the economic concepts and helps us actually understand better what the
theory states. So you need your fundamentals in algebra, geometry, calculus all brushed up for starters and
then linear programming and matrices, vectors and sets for others! The relation between quantity demanded at
various prices being an inverse one implies the line has a negative slope. We can also depict this in relation to
price. As you move to further related topics to say market demand curves summation of individual demand
curves or change in demand or calculating the elasticity of demand, each concept is corroborated with
mathematical examples. One definitely needs clarity on solving for those to grasp these fundamental economic
concepts. Probably if you are fairly confident about your knowledge in Statistics and Statistical Tools , that
too will help a lot in studying as well as applying Economics. Whether it is Micro economics, Production
Systems, Economics growth, Macro economics, it is hard to explain as well as understand the theory without
the use of mathematics. But it was noted that in the 19th century Mathematics was considered a means to
reaching the truth; logic and rationale made it imperative to use mathematics to prove any theorems. Many
problems posed in economics hence motivated and were actually solved by mathematics. They try to explain
what causes rise in prices or unemployment or inflation. Mathematical functions are modes through which
these real life phenomena are made more understandable and logical. Indeed there has been long standing
argument on how important is mathematical works relevant for economics and the uses of economics. It is
interesting to know that a number of economists have been awarded the Nobel Prize for their application of
mathematics to economics including the first one awarded in to Ragnar Frisch and JanTinbergen. Leonid
Kantorovich won a Nobel prize in in economics and he was a mathematician! Many students who are looking
to pursue a career in economics are advised to take a course in Mathematics since graduate level studies
involve a lot more complex mathematics which is important to carry out research.
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The MSc Econometrics and Mathematical Economics is a technically rigorous programme designed to meet the needs
of those who have a strong quantitative background wishing to study economics. It is aimed at mathematicians,
statisticians, physical scientists and engineers, as well as graduate economists.

Programme structure and courses The programme comprises ten months of full-time study. You take three
compulsory courses and a fourth elective course. You are also required to attend an introductory course.
Advanced Microeconomics Focuses on the emphasis to mathematical methods following a proof-based
approach, and provides a firm grounding in classical microeconomic theory as well as a variety of recent
developments from behavioural economics and other fields. Advanced Macroeconomics Provides a thorough
grounding in macroeconomics. This will include assessing the business cycle and the main techniques used to
analyse modern macroeconomics models. Econometric Analysis Covers advanced treatment of the theory of
estimation and inference for econometric models. You must note however that while care has been taken to
ensure that this information is up to date and correct, a change of circumstances since publication may cause
the School to change, suspend or withdraw a course or programme of study, or change the fees that apply to it.
The School will always notify the affected parties as early as practicably possible and propose any viable and
relevant alternative options. Note that that the School will neither be liable for information that after
publication becomes inaccurate or irrelevant, nor for changing, suspending or withdrawing a course or
programme of study due to events outside of its control, which includes but is not limited to a lack of demand
for a course or programme of study, industrial action, fire, flood or other environmental or physical damage to
premises. The School cannot therefore guarantee you a place. Please note that changes to programmes and
courses can sometimes occur after you have accepted your offer of a place. These changes are normally made
in light of developments in the discipline or path-breaking research, or on the basis of student feedback.
Changes can take the form of altered course content, teaching formats or assessment modes. Any such changes
are intended to enhance the student learning experience. Teaching and assessment Contact hours and
independent study The MSc Econometrics and Mathematical Economics programme consists of formal
teaching in lectures, seminars, formative coursework, marked assignments and computer assignments covering
basic programming skills. Additionally, each week, students are assigned problem sets which focus on key
elements of the lectures and promote creativity and critical thinking by going beyond the material explicitly
discussed in the lectures. The problem sets will be discussed in class by the class teachers. Given the high
level of academic performance expected from students, a significant amount of independent study and
preparation is required to get the most out of the programme. You will manage the majority of your study time
yourself, by engaging in activities such as reading, note-taking, thinking and research. Teaching methods LSE
is internationally recognised for its teaching and research and therefore employs a rich variety of teaching staff
with a range of experience and status. Courses may be taught by individual members of faculty, such as
lecturers, senior lecturers, readers, associate professors and professors. Many departments now also employ
guest teachers and visiting members of staff, graduate teaching assistants, and LSE teaching fellows, most of
whom are doctoral research students. Assessment All taught courses are required to include formative
coursework which is unassessed. It is designed to help prepare you for summative assessment which counts
towards the course mark and to the degree award. LSE uses a range of formative assessment, such as essays,
problem sets, case studies, reports, quizzes, mock exams and many others. You have the advantage of being
assessed both after the end of the first term Lent Term Week 0 January exams and after the end of the second
term Summer Term main exam period. Academic support There are many opportunities to extend your
learning outside the classroom and complement your academic studies at LSE. Some of the services on offer
include: Further information on graduate destinations for this programme Support for your career Many
leading organisations give careers presentations at the School during the year, and LSE Careers has a wide
range of resources available to assist students in their job search. Assessing your application We welcome
applications from all suitably qualified prospective students and want to recruit students with the very best
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academic merit, potential and motivation, irrespective of their background. We carefully consider each
application on an individual basis, taking into account all the information presented on your application form,
including your:
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Econometrics and Mathematical Economics belongs to the programs with the best career perspectives. Taught by
leading international scholars from the world-renowned research institute CentER. Large amount of elective courses to
customize your degree.

History of economic thought The use of mathematics in the service of social and economic analysis dates back
to the 17th century. Then, mainly in German universities, a style of instruction emerged which dealt
specifically with detailed presentation of data as it related to public administration. Gottfried Achenwall
lectured in this fashion, coining the term statistics. At the same time, a small group of professors in England
established a method of "reasoning by figures upon things relating to government" and referred to this practice
as Political Arithmetick. Most of the economic analysis of the time was what would later be called classical
economics. Subjects were discussed and dispensed with through algebraic means, but calculus was not used.
Jevons who presented paper on a "general mathematical theory of political economy" in , providing an outline
for use of the theory of marginal utility in political economy. Marginalists and the roots of neoclassical
economics[ edit ] Main article: Marginalism Equilibrium quantities as a solution to two reaction functions in
Cournot duopoly. Each reaction function is expressed as a linear equation dependent upon quantity demanded.
It is assumed that both sellers had equal access to the market and could produce their goods without cost.
Further, it assumed that both goods were homogeneous. Each seller would vary her output based on the output
of the other and the market price would be determined by the total quantity supplied. The profit for each firm
would be determined by multiplying their output and the per unit Market price. Differentiating the profit
function with respect to quantity supplied for each firm left a system of linear equations, the simultaneous
solution of which gave the equilibrium quantity, price and profits. The behavior of every economic actor
would be considered on both the production and consumption side. Walras originally presented four separate
models of exchange, each recursively included in the next. The solution of the resulting system of equations
both linear and non-linear is the general equilibrium. His notation is different from modern notation but can be
constructed using more modern summation notation. Walras assumed that in equilibrium, all money would be
spent on all goods: Starting from this assumption, Walras could then show that if there were n markets and n-1
markets cleared reached equilibrium conditions that the nth market would clear as well. This is easiest to
visualize with two markets considered in most texts as a market for goods and a market for money. If one of
two markets has reached an equilibrium state, no additional goods or conversely, money can enter or exit the
second market, so it must be in a state of equilibrium as well. Walras used this statement to move toward a
proof of existence of solutions to general equilibrium but it is commonly used today to illustrate market
clearing in money markets at the undergraduate level. Walras abstracted the marketplace as an auction of
goods where the auctioneer would call out prices and market participants would wait until they could each
satisfy their personal reservation prices for the quantity desired remembering here that this is an auction on all
goods, so everyone has a reservation price for their desired basket of goods. The market would "clear" at that
priceâ€”no surplus or shortage would exist. While the process appears dynamic, Walras only presented a static
model, as no transactions would occur until all markets were in equilibrium. In practice very few markets
operate in this manner. Referred to as the "core" of the economy in modern parlance, there are infinitely many
solutions along the curve for economies with two participants [32] Given two individuals, the set of solutions
where the both individuals can maximize utility is described by the contract curve on what is now known as an
Edgeworth Box. While at the helm of The Economic Journal , he published several articles criticizing the
mathematical rigor of rival researchers, including Edwin Robert Anderson Seligman , a noted skeptic of
mathematical economics. Edgeworth noticed that a monopoly producing a good that had jointness of supply
but not jointness of demand such as first class and economy on an airplane, if the plane flies, both sets of seats
fly with it might actually lower the price seen by the consumer for one of the two commodities if a tax were
applied. Common sense and more traditional, numerical analysis seemed to indicate that this was
preposterous. Seligman insisted that the results Edgeworth achieved were a quirk of his mathematical
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formulation. He suggested that the assumption of a continuous demand function and an infinitesimal change in
the tax resulted in the paradoxical predictions. Harold Hotelling later showed that Edgeworth was correct and
that the same result a "diminution of price as a result of the tax" could occur with a discontinuous demand
function and large changes in the tax rate.
5: Conference on Econometrics and Mathematical Economics
Mathematical modelling of economic interactions and the use of econometric techniques to evaluate the validity of these
models using observed data, have transformed economics into a scientific discipline.

6: Mathematical Economics < Temple University
Mathematical economics is the application of mathematical methods to represent theories and analyze problems in
www.enganchecubano.com convention, these applied methods are beyond simple geometry, such as differential and
integral calculus, difference and differential equations, matrix algebra, mathematical programming, and other
computational methods.

7: Mathematics-Economics < Brown University
Mathematical economics is a model of economics that utilizes math principles and methods to create economic theories
and to investigate economic quandaries. Mathematics permits economists to.

8: Econometrics | economic analysis | www.enganchecubano.com
In the Editor's view, the formal mathematical expression of economic ideas is of vital importance to economics. Such an
expression can determine.

9: Econometrics & Mathematical Economics - Oxford University Press
Mathematical Economics is the application of mathematical tools to explore economic theories while financial economics
is the application of economic tools to financial issues. The econometrics is different in context that it is application of
mathematical tools through statistical data to explore economic theories.
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